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Use of video / photographic images
 
OPM RFC recognises the need to ensure the welfare and safety of all young people 
in Rugby Union. 
 
As part of our commitment to ensure the safety of 
photographs, video or other images, including those taken via mobile phones of 
young people to be taken or used without the consent of the parent/carer and the 
young person. 
 
OPM RFC will ask that all parents/spectators refr
images during training, matches or events, unless they have permission from the 
relevant coach and have completed an event registration form, if applicable.
 
OPM RFC will follow the RFU
 
OPM RFC will take all steps to ensure these images are used solely for the 
purposes they are intended which is the promotion and celebration of the activities 
of its junior members. 
 
OPM RFC will ensure all 
acceptance of having photographs
 
If anyone becomes aware that these images are being used inappropriately, 
OPM RFC requests that the
immediately. 
 

Images may be published on the w
closed group facebook pages.  
 
If at any time either the parent/carer or the young person wishes the data to be 
removed from the website, the club 
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As part of our commitment to ensure the safety of young people we will not permit 
photographs, video or other images, including those taken via mobile phones of 
young people to be taken or used without the consent of the parent/carer and the 

OPM RFC will ask that all parents/spectators refrain from taking photographic 
images during training, matches or events, unless they have permission from the 
relevant coach and have completed an event registration form, if applicable.

OPM RFC will follow the RFU guidance for the use of images of yo

OPM RFC will take all steps to ensure these images are used solely for the 
purposes they are intended which is the promotion and celebration of the activities 

OPM RFC will ensure all coaches check with the opposing team
acceptance of having photographs/videos taken. 

aware that these images are being used inappropriately, 
OPM RFC requests that the club safeguarding officer or chairman be notified 

mages may be published on the website http://www.opmrugby.com
facebook pages.   

If at any time either the parent/carer or the young person wishes the data to be 
removed from the website, the club safeguarding officer should be informed.
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